Remote attribute grammars use objects with separately defined fields to induce direct nonlocal dependencies in attribute grammars. Fields of an object may be read remotely from where it is created, and special "collection" fields may be written remotely as well. Building on earlier work which shows that remote attribute grammars can be scheduled statically, this paper shows how they may be implemented incrementally. The static schedule is used to ensure an object's fields are defined before they are read and that we never re-evaluate an attribute multiple times per edit-cycle. Dynamic dependencies are used to mark remote use sites as affected when a field is changed. The result is an efficient and practical incremental evaluation.
Introduction
Remote attribute grammars are defined and motivated in an earlier paper [2] from which Fig. 1 is taken. Like a classical attribute grammar, a remote attribute grammar has synthesized attributes (computed by the node to which they are attached) and inherited attributes (computed by the parent of the node to which they are attached). For example (line 7 ff), every expression node in the tree has a scope, assigned by its context, and a shape, its type. To classical attribute grammars we add global collections and objects which can have normal (locally assigned) fields and collection fields. Collections are given an initial value and a combination function to combine all the assignments that occur. For example, Fig. 1 1) with an empty set for initial value and set union for the combination function. Every block node creates a scope object with two fields (line 15): the set of decls is collected from elsewhere, but the enclosing scope is set here. We see (line 31) that every declaration adds a pair of name and object to the decls of the scope. The object has a shape set locally and a boolean collection indicating whether it was used anywhere. If it was not used, we add a message (line 33) to the global collection msgs. At the point where an expression is in the form of an identifier (line 64), we look up this identifier in the scope, check that an actual declaration is found and then mark the declaration as used.
Collection fields and global collections may have multiple definition sites; all ÓÝÐ Ò (partial) definitions are combined into a single value using the combination function. Unlike the non-local dependencies of Johnson and Fischer [9] and Vorthman's DR threads [18] , information can flow from the 'reference' site back to the 'declaration' site. The value that one gets when reading the collection field or global collection is the final value; intermediate values are not exposed. In particular a rule such as i Û i + 1 is a cyclic dependency, not an imperative update.
Remote attribute grammars are related to higher-order attribute grammars in that both permit compound objects to be transmitted through the tree, but in our case, the objects are transmitted with identity and with attributes. Semantically, each field of the object has a separate set of dependencies; packaging values together does not cause any use of a field to depend on all other fields of the object. In contrast, in the higher-order case, subtrees are referentially transparent; any use of the tree depends transitively on anything used to construct the tree. Subtrees do not carry attribute values; they are attributed at the point they are used. In highorder attribute grammars, collection fields obviously have no analogue.
Unlike Görel Hedin's door attribute grammars [6] which require scheduling to be done by hand, remote attribute grammars can be automatically scheduled [2] . Scheduling is accomplished through the generation of control attributes that carry no value but ensure a proper ordering, in particular that fields are (fully) defined before being used. For instance, when scheduling the remote attribute grammar in Fig. 1 , the system generates a synthesized attribute of decls indicating that declarations below this point have been added to the contour, and generates an inherited attribute of stmts that indicates that the scope object is fully populated with declarations. Then the system connects these two generated attributes in the production for block. In other words, rather than relying on manually added control attributes as in Kastens and Waite's use of imperative symbol tables in an attribute grammar [11] , we use the declarative semantics of the (remote) attribute grammar to constrain the schedule.
However, even though a remote attribute grammar is declarative, an implementation based on control attributes is not declarative and thus cannot be directly incrementalized. One way forward would thus be to identify some real values to be transmitted and then use standard incremental techniques, perhaps extending those for higher-order attribute grammars. The problem with this approach is that the scale of affected attributes O´ AFFECTED µ is much greater, as described in further detail in Section 2.4.
The alternate approach is to keep an imperative implementation and use some other way to let changes be propagated. This paper shows how remote attribute grammars scheduled using automatically generated control attributes can nonetheless be incrementalized through the use of selected dynamic dependencies. The methods are related to the techniques for dealing with aggregates used by Hoover and Teitelbaum [8] ; the similarities and differences are pointed out in the course of the exposition.
Johnson and Fischer handle remote dependencies incrementally by statically determining a priority order of subtrees [9] , and sometimes no consistent order can ÓÝÐ Ò be found. Hoover [7] handles all non-circular attribute grammars through an "approximate" topological order, sometimes leading to attribute re-evaluation. Theoretically, there may be an exponential number of re-evaluations, but in practice reevaluations never amount to more than half of all evaluations. Vorthmann [18] uses dynamic scheduling for all attributes in a tree with Declaration-Reference (DR) threads which permit attributes to flow from the declaration to the reference. It is not clear how the algorithm works if DR threads are updated as evaluation proceeds. The scheduling algorithm in this paper (like that of Johnson and Fischer) is static and only accepts a subclass of attribute grammars (ordered remote attribute grammars).
LIGA [10] , part of the Eli compiler construction system [5] , has a notation that can reduce the number of copy rules. And Hoover has shown how copy rules can be bypassed dynamically [7] . Both of these techniques are mostly orthogonal to the extension of remote attribute grammars and their scheduling. One overlap is that the use of objects reduces the number of "parallel" copy rules needed, since one can instead package the attributes into objects.
In the following section we describe how to implement a statically scheduled remote attribute grammar, first without incrementality and then with incrementality. The next section then describes the implementation platform. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Incremental Visit-Sequence Evaluators
We build on the technique for incremental visit-sequence evaluation proposed and implemented by Maddox [12] , who refines earlier work by Reps [14] . The result, which handles multiple subtree replacement (or equivalently, multiple edit sites) is essentially analogous to the technique of Swierstra and Vogt [17] . We describe this common technique in this section.
Visit-Sequence Evaluators
A visit-sequence evaluator uses a protocol of the attributes for every nonterminal: a sequence of pairs of sets of attributes I 1 S 1 I n S n . Given any -ordered attribute grammar, one may find a single protocol for each nonterminal such that each attribute may only depend on attributes mentioned earlier in the total order resulting from flattening the protocol into a single sequence. Visit sequence evaluators can be defined for any non-circular attribute grammar; here we limit ourselves to the simple -ordered case.
Evaluation of the tree works through the use of recursive visit procedures. For a production p of nonterminal X , we have one visit procedure for each pair in the protocol for X . A visit procedure for p and pair I i S i accepts values for the inherited attributes I i and computes the synthesized attributes in S i . Each visit procedure consists of a sequence of attribute evaluations for this production and calls to visit procedures of the children.
ÓÝÐ Ò
Since each node is called from a context aware only of its nonterminal (not its production), this technique maps nicely onto an object-oriented language with abstract classes for each nonterminal and concrete classes for each production. Specifically, for a nonterminal X with protocol I 1 S 1 I n S n , we have the following class (here T´aµ means the type of attribute a):
And for a production p of the form X 0 X 1 X m , we have the following concrete class:
In this paper, we assume all attributes are stored in the tree. Storing attributes makes incrementality easier.
Maddox's Incremental Visit-Sequence Evaluators
Using Maddox's technique (modeled on Reps' multiple-edit-site coordination strategy [14] ), we short-circuit a visit if the incoming inherited attributes are the same and the subtree rooted at this node is the same as when the earlier evaluation took place.
In essence, we memoize the visit procedure with respect to the tree state; if the tree is unchanged and the inherited attributes are the same, the traversal results can be fetched from the tree which serves as a cache. The tree might be changed in two different ways. Most obviously, it could have been edited since the last time it was visited. Another, more subtle way, is that it could have received new attributes in a previous visit. This intuition is formalized in the "visit-tree" incrementality technique of Saraiva, Swierstra and Kuiper [15, 16] , in which attributes are passed between visits by producing a specialized tree for the following visit which includes the needed attribute values directly.
Maddox's technique achieves roughly the same effect imperatively. In order to detect tree changes, he adds a bit to every node called the "subtree modified" bit. This bit is set in a node and all its ancestors whenever the node or an attribute in ÓÝÐ Ò it changes. The bit is cleared when the last visit of a node completes. We avoid setting the bit in a node when it is already set, but this change does not affect the asymptotic complexity in a balanced tree:
class Node { boolean SUBTREE_MODIFIED = true; . . .
The resulting visit procedures take the following form:
The time complexity for updating attributes after a change is O´ AFFECTED · EDIT ANCESTORS µ where AFFECTED is the set of all attribute values that need to be re-evaluated, and EDIT ANCESTORS is the set of all nodes on paths to the root from edit changes. The latter term can be as large as O´nµ where n is the total number of nodes in the tree, but Maddox observes that if the (incremental) parser uses balanced representation for sequences and if we assume that for cognitive reasons a programmer will not generate deeply nested structures such as the following:
then EDIT ANCESTORS will have a practical limit of O´k log nµ where k is the number of edit sites and n is the size of tree.
Visit Procedures for a Remote Attribute Grammar
In this section, we assume we have a remote attribute grammar scheduled with the help of (automatically generated) control attributes, and that the result is in theordered class of attribute grammars. Without loss of generality, we assume all fields are collection fields; later we will show how the case of locally assigned fields can receive a simpler treatment. First we examine a non-incremental implementation ÓÝÐ Ò of the visit procedures. In the following sections, we discuss incremental implementation.
As well as locals, we have the objects as well. As well as regular attribute assignments, we have object reads and writes. For simplicity we assume each object is of type AGObject which has a field for each f ¾ F, along with a getter and a (partial) setter. We also provide a collection function which is called after all partial sets and before any gets:
(In the prototype, objects are typed and there is a separate class for each object type rather than assigning space for every field in every object.) The remote attribute grammar specifies where objects are created in the tree. A reference to the objects is stored in the node as with a local attribute:
At the point where the scheduler says the field has received all partial writes and is ready for reads, we add the line:
This function need do nothing if the partial setter keeps the value up to date, but has an important purpose when we move to the incremental implementation. An object field read v = w. f is implemented as
Otherwise, everything remains the same as with a classical attribute grammar. This is essentially the result that was reported in our earlier work [2] .
Pure Incremental Implementation
Next we turn to the incremental view. In this section we examine (and reject) a purely functional approach to implementation. In our earlier work [2] , the control attributes were motivated by "pretending" they carried the actual values of the fields of the objects transmitted in their base attributes. One way to implement a remote attribute grammar is thus to transform ÓÝÐ Ò the control attributes into value-carrying attributes. Then one can use the technique in the previous section to schedule the attribute grammar.
On disadvantage here is that this transformation increases the number of valuecarrying attributes. We also need functions to compare the old and new values of the transformed control attributes, each of which may represent an unbounded number of object fields. Hash-consing allows comparisons to be constant time at the cost of slowing down object construction. Furthermore, the equality checks will often fail. For instance, if we change the parameter type of one global function, the generated attributes carrying the types of entities in the environment will have new values in almost every node in the tree. Even if we get the "optimal" result of O´ AFFECTED µ incrementality, this value is bounded only by the total number of attributes in the tree (including generated attributes).
The same problems occur in higher-order attribute grammars which use pure incrementality. Saraiva, Swierstra and Kuiper give a technique that an attribute grammar writer can use to ameliorate this situation: at the entry to a block, the symbol table is "projected" to only that set of identifiers that are used within the block. Then changes to globals not used within the block are not propagated into the block. This technique is not directly applicable to remote attribute grammars since the control attributes are automatically generated and scheduled. But it seems plausible that a projection transformation could be carried out automatically.
Using higher-order attribute grammar techniques presents a more serious problem. Putting all the information together into a single aggregate value greatly increases the number of (spurious) dependencies, possibly causing an ordered remote attribute grammar to appear circular when viewed as a higher-ordered attribute grammar. Indeed that is what happens if one attempts to express collection attributes in such a system.
The differences seen between remote attribute grammars and high-order attribute grammars are due to the way objects are handled. For high-order attribute grammars, trees are pure values; they may be implemented as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), and never contain cycles. For remote attribute grammars, an object's fields are assigned after it is created, thus permitting cyclic structures. Consider the case of the type of a formal parameter of a global function. In a higherorder attribute grammar view of the system, the scope at some point in the program is a single value that includes all the information visible in the scope, including the type of the formal parameter. In the remote attribute grammar view, the scope is an object with a field that refers to another object representing the function with a field that includes the formal parameter's type.
In the former system, changing the formal's type means we have created a new scope value, and as a result have a large number of affected attributes. In the latter case, no such change is observed; the scope object is not changed by the change in parameter type. This treatment of objects greatly reduces the number of directly affected attributes. However, one must still update an attribute that accesses the formal's type through the scope object, even though the scope object is unchanged. The following section will describe our technique for doing this. 
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ÓÝÐ Ò
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Imperative Incremental Implementation
Inspired by Hoover and Teitelbaum's work on aggregates, we track dependencies on object fields dynamically. Figure 2 gives an example of how this is done and will be referred to in the following discussion. The basic idea is to keep pointers from a place in the tree where a field is written (on the extreme left in our example tree) to the place in the tree where the object being written was created (the triangle near the middle of the tree). We also keep pointers from the object creation locations to the places in the tree where the fields are read (there are two in our example, triangles on the right of the tree).
As with the incremental technique for classical attribute grammars, edit sites are managed by marking all ancestors to the root. In the example, this is shown by a darkening of the tree edges from the edit site (just one, on the extreme leftmost node of the tree). Incremental evaluation works as before, visiting only those sections of the tree where the tree is changed or inherited attribute values have changed. In our example figure, in order to simplify the presentation, we assume that inherited attributes have not changed. In the top part of the example, we see that evaluation makes its way down to the triangle on the lower left.
If we find that a remote field write has been added removed or changed, we mark the object's enclosing node as an edit site by calling markSubtreeModified(). This is shown in the middle picture: the middle triangle is marked as an edit site (edges are darkened). This action causes the incremental evaluation to visit this tree (which otherwise would have been skipped). The total order on attributes ensures that we never mark objects that have already been skipped (or more precisely, that will not be visited later in the total order).
At the point in the schedule for collecting a field of an object, we check if an object's field value is changed. If so, all nodes with remote field reads of this object are marked as edit sites. Thus we use the control attributes only to ensure that an object's field is visited after the field writes and before the field reads, we do not actually pass information in them. The total ordering prevents the exponentiality of naive change propagation; we never re-evaluate an attribute more than once in every edit cycle. Furthermore, the system never copies objects: identity is maintained so we do not suffer from the problems of hierarchical attribute grammar systems which store attributes directly in the tree [3] .
Our method differs from Hoover and Teitelbaum's finite function technique in the same way that it differs from pure functional implementations of higher-order attribute grammars: the aggregate object (by default) does not depend on its parts. Our object references stay the same even as the fields change and so far fewer attributes are affected after a change.
We now examine the structures that help track object fields dynamically. First every partial definition of a collection field will be stored in an appropriate container. These partial definitions will then be placed in a collection object created for the collection field itself. We will use different classes for partial definitions and collection objects depending on the type of the collection field (which includes its ÓÝÐ Ò initial value and its combination function). The collection object for a type T has the following form: 
. } }
The collection object takes the node to which this object belongs so that it can be marked when the set of partials changes. The insertion function does nothing if the partial is currently in the collection. Otherwise if the partial is already in a different collection, it is first removed from there. The getValue method returns the fully combined value and the hasChanged method returns true if this value has changed since the last time hasChanged was called. In general, the collection object will maintain an unordered heap (linearized fully-balanced binary tree) of partial definitions and incrementally maintain the collection value with O´log pµ calls to the combination function (where p is the number of partial definitions).
The partial definition class for a type T has the following form:
class Partial_T { T partial; Collection_T collection; . . . The partial definition object is also modified directly by the collection object, setting the collection field and other (unspecified) fields indicating its location in the collection and partially combined values. The partial definition removes itself before changing its value, thus simplifying the work of the collection object which need only update the combined value after insertion or removal of partial definitions.
ÓÝÐ Ò
Next we turn to the dynamic dependencies for remote field reads. When a field of an object is used at a remote node, we record a dynamic dependency so that if the field changes, the node is marked as though an edit happened there. Each field may be used in multiple places, and so we keep a doubly-linked list of dynamic dependencies (Use nodes) for every field. The list starts with a sentinel. This structure permits a use to be added or removed from the dependency list in constant time.
class The noteChange method in the sentinel removes all the other use nodes in the list, but they will reinsert themselves if the remote read is acted upon again.
We change the partial_set and get functions to take a partial definition object and a use object, respectively. The collect function is changed to notify users of any change:
When the collection object notices a change in the set of partial values, it marks ÓÝÐ Ò the owner as modified to ensure that evaluation will proceed to this point. When evaluation reaches the collection point for an object's field; we call the collect function to see if the collection has changed. A collected field may change more than once, but the notification happens at most once per re-evaluation session.
We generate partial definition objects for each remote field write and generate use objects for each remote field read occurring in the rules of a production: This sets the partial definition's value and inserts it into the collection. Recall that if the value in the partial does not change and the partial was already in the collection, neither operation will have any effect. Similarly when scheduling r v = w. f , we generate the following code:
If the use was already in a different uses list, it will be removed from that list first before being inserted in the new list. Unlike most incremental attribute grammar algorithms, we require access to the subtrees removed during incremental parsing so that we can remove partial definitions coming from the deleted subtree. We also remove uses although this step is not necessary for correctness.
class Node { . . .
void remove() {} // called when this subtree is removed }
Then for every production p of the form X 0 X 1 X m , we override this method:
ÓÝÐ Ò
The rest of the incremental visit procedure implementation is the same as that described earlier in Section 2.2. In the next section, we will examine ways in which we can avoid some dynamic dependencies.
Analysis and Improvements
The time complexity for an update using these modifications of Maddox' algorithm is O´ AFFECTED log M · AFFECTED ANCESTORS µ where M is the maximum number of partial definitions of any field in the fully evaluated tree, and AF-FECTED ANCESTORS is the set of all nodes on paths to the root from places where attributes must be re-evaluated. The log term comes from insertions and removals in the balanced trees of partial definitions. Suppose for instance that every node has a rule that writes the same field of the same object. Then updating at a single node with no downstream attributes will require computing the combined value on a balanced tree of size n.
For many combination functions, one can do better than this. For instance, if the combination function is logical disjunction, then we can keep only the "true" partials, and recompute the result in constant time after any change. Another example is addition, which has an inverse operation; one can implement removal by subtraction. If the combination function is bag union, we can link the partial bags together into the result.
If we permit out-of-line functions to access object fields (as in our example, or in dynamic attribute grammars [13] ) the worst case increases arbitrarily because one may have an unbounded number of uses (and even partial definitions if one uses "procedures" [1] ). In Fig. 1 , the lookup function examines the decls and enclosing fields of the scope object passed to it. Each of these uses leaves behind a dynamic dependency. Furthermore, reifying dynamic dependencies has a space cost as well as a time cost.
Thus maintaining dynamic dependencies can be expensive for some heavily used (or frequently defined) fields. One may perhaps be willing to live with extra complexity at the time of generating an environment, but run-time costs for nonlocal dependencies exacted when using the environment must be kept low. Here we will briefly describe some improvements that can be made.
For those fields that are only assigned locally, we can arrange for the definitions to be scheduled as local attributes without the machinery for partial definitions. Although this improvement has only a constant factor effect, we expect it to be widely applicable: most object fields are likely to be assigned at the point the object is created. In our running example, the type of a decl is available at the point it is created.
A further improvement can be made for a subset of the fields assigned only locally, those whose definitions can be scheduled in the same visit that the object is created without any intervening visits to subtrees. For such fields, we may assume that the object's creation depends on them. In particular, the object will get a new identity if the field is different; we call fields treated in this way strict
ÓÝÐ Ò
, all the other information in the object is liable to change as well. For instance, the "enclosing" scope field changes only when a subtree is moved to a location in a different scope. Such a change radically changes name lookup within the subtree, so it is no loss to assume all lookups need to be redone.
Hoover and Teitelbaum [8] describes two major weaknesses with using aggregates in incremental implementations of classical attribute grammars: (1) the large structures are passed through myriad copy rules which all must be updated on a change and (2) a single change in a large aggregate causes everything that depends on anything in the aggregate to be recomputed. The use of fields has ameliorated both problems: (1) changing a field (for example the type of a declaration) does not usually mean the object itself has changed, and (2) each field has its own set of dependencies. Thus, inasmuch as our attribute grammar can use objects with fields to represent the aggregate and the individual objects can take part in finegrained dependencies, we have solved the two major problems posed by Hoover and Teitelbaum.
But, while we can use objects usefully to structure a symbol table into its various contours, our example in Fig. 1 still uses an aggregate to represent the set of local bindings. Thus if any declaration is added to or removed from the set of decls, every name lookup on this scope must be redone.
We solve this problem through the use of a predefined This would have the same incremental performance as our original attribute grammar, but for the special behavior of get. A Use node is attached to the table field when the table is read. Normally this Use node would be activated whenever the table as a whole is changed, but the get operation moves the Use node deeper into the table, leaving it on the part of the table dedicated to holding the entries for the given identifier. Thus the Use node will only be activated (and the lookup ÓÝÐ Ò caused to happen again) if that part of the table changes. If the table did not before have an entry for the identifier, one is created with an empty set of declarations. Such "holes" (as used by Maddox, and others) cause a lookup to be redone if an entry is added to a scope that was passed over earlier. Assuming enclosing is defined as a strict field, then only these dynamic dependencies must be added.
Hoover and Teitelbaum's implementation makes use of three extra data structures: the copy bypass tree, the application tree and the "always propagate" list. The application tree is analogous to our Use list. (Our Partial tree has no analogue since classical attribute grammars do not permit collections.) The "always propagate" list and the copy-bypass tree are used to avoid the cost of updating copy rules, especially those in which an aggregate is copied to multiple places in the tree. When one uses objects to implement an aggregate, the object reference changes only if a strict field changes or the object itself is new. Thus copy rules are much less likely to be out-of-date. Our experiments in the following section show that the remaining copy rules have little cost.
Implementation
These ideas have been implemented in a prototype subset APS [1] to Java compiler that handles conditional and remote features on top of classical attribute grammars. It can be used to generate the incremental evaluators described in this paper. As a way of comparison, it also can generate incremental implementations that use static information alone, rather than selected dynamic dependencies. Essentially the "fiber" attributes are converted into value carrying attributes. For efficiency reasons, these extra attributes do not carry field values themselves, but rather just the sum of the hash codes of the value that they represent. This implementation is unsafe (a field may change without the sum of hash codes changing); we use it only as a rough lower bound on the time that would be taken by a correct purely static implementation. Our results show that using dynamic dependencies is faster than a purely static implementation by comparing against this benchmark.
In the prototype, one specifies which fields are collected, and for those which are not, whether they should be considered strict. In the example, only the decls and used fields are collected, and we specify the enclosing as strict. The implementation uses an efficient technique for building bags of declarations and messages incrementally; a small insertion or deletion is accomplished in constant time.
We run the evaluators on an artificial test case: an outer block has 1000 declarations and 100 inner blocks each of which has 10 inner declarations and 10 assignment statements. The variable names are chosen at random from a set of over 350 words. Table 1 describes the operations that are measured. We measure the initial attribution of the tree, starting from a newly created tree. The next operation shows what happens if we re-run the evaluator after marking a certain fixed set of nodes (chosen arbitrarily) as if they were edited. In other words, we have an empty affected set, although the system thinks all attributes along the spines from the edit ÓÝÐ Ò sites are affected. The third operation is changing a certain declaration in the middle of the list of 1000 declarations from type integer to string. The last operation involves inserting a new declaration in the middle of this list. We run the evaluators in two different situations: when the trees are unbalanced (left heavy trees, as in the example in this paper) or when the trees are balanced (using a slightly modified grammar). The unbalanced tree has a height of over 1000 nodes, whereas the balanced tree has a height of only 19 nodes. Table 1 gives the edit size (in terms of the number of nodes that are between an edit site and the root, inclusive) for both situations. Table 2 gives the run-time using two measures for four different evaluators. For each evaluator, we give the number of visits and the time in milliseconds to perform the incremental update. The times were obtained on a lightly loaded Sun Ultra 10 with JDK 1.4.0 and are the average of ten runs after two runs are ignored. For each run, we create a new tree and then measure all four operations. On the left, we have the results using the original attribute grammar (when each contour has a list of objects). On the right, we use the modified attribute grammar using the table abstraction that permits dynamic dependencies to be attached to the set of bindings in the table corresponding to the identifier being looked up. In each case, we compare the purely static implementation ("Static") with the one that uses dynamic dependencies on top of a static schedule ("Dynamic"). Table 3 repeats all ÓÝÐ Ò these experiments with balanced trees. The initial evaluations have the same number of visits for both the purely static case, as well as the one using selected dynamic dependencies. Whether or not we use a list or a table also makes no difference in the number of visits. (The number of visits is increased in the balanced case because of the greater number of nodes.) The purely static implementation however is slower because of the additional valuecarrying attributes. In the dynamic case, the generated attributes have an affect only on schedules; they do not carry values. The table implementations are also faster than the list implementations because a hash table of 1000 items permits faster access than a list of the same size.
In the NOP edit case, we still have a large number of visits in the unbalanced case because of the spine marking. We also see that dynamic dependencies permit us to avoid redoing work. These benefits are especially visible in the balanced case since the number of visits are cut drastically. Even in the unbalanced case, the visits that are redone when dynamic dependencies are used are cheaper.
The third case, changing the type of one of the global variables, again shows the benefits of dynamic dependencies. In the purely static case, the incremental update loses precision; it only determines that one or more global variables have new types. Almost the whole tree must be re-evaluated. On the other hand, dynamic dependencies give the needed precision; only uses of the changed global need to be revisited. Balanced or unbalanced, using lists or tables, the evaluator takes five or fewer milliseconds. Since the resolution of the timing is the millisecond, the differences are probably not significant.
The last case, adding a new global variable, shows how the table abstraction permits these dependencies to be even more precise. Without the help from the table, the dependencies are too coarse to be any better than the purely static case.
These numbers allow one to draw some tentative conclusions. Using dynamic dependencies permits greater precision and hence better performing in incrementality, especially when combined with a special implementation of tables. Interestingly, although a balanced tree gives one asymptotically better performance, even ÓÝÐ Ò a tree with over 10000 nodes is not big enough to show much benefit. Essentially this is because the extra visits that take place are extremely cheap, whereas the unavoidable visits perform non-trivial tasks. The number of visits can be a poor proxy to evaluation time.
This work is only preliminary and investigative. In future work, I would like to experiment with more kinds of changes and with larger language descriptions. I am also interesting in integrating the prototype with a software environment with fine-grained versioning such as the Fluid project [4] .
Conclusion
This paper shows how remote attribute grammars can be implemented incrementally through cooperation between two techniques:
A static schedule ensures that fields are fully defined before being used; Dynamic dependencies ensure that remote uses of changed fields are marked as edit sites.
Without the static schedule, edit sites determined through dynamic dependencies might be marked "too late", that is, after evaluation had already be done. Without the dynamic dependencies, the static schedule wouldn't know whether it could skip a subtree or not, since it might have uses of changed fields.
The preliminary results show that this cooperation permits edits such as the addition of a global variable or the changing of the type of a variable to be tracked precisely through a large program. The precision enables a 50-fold speedup in incremental evaluation in an example with 10000 nodes.
